
STANDARD DISCLAIMER AND
DISCLOSURE
Oxyzen Buddy(“the Company”) makes every attempt to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the
information provided on this Platform viz. www.oxyzenbuddy.com. However, the information is
provided without warranty of any kind. We do not accept any responsibility or liability for the
accuracy, content, completeness, legality, or reliability of the information contained on this
Platform.

No warranties, promises and/or representations of any kind, expressed or implied, are given as
to the nature, standard, accuracy or otherwise of the information provided in this Platform nor to
the suitability or otherwise of the information to your particular circumstances. The information,
software, products, and services included in or available through the Platform may include
inaccuracies or typographical errors.

We expressly disclaim all warranties of any kind, whether express or implied, including, but not
limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, non-
infringement, and security and accuracy, as well as all warranties arising by usage of trade,
course of dealing, or course of performance. We do not guarantee that this Platform is free from
computer viruses or anything else that has destructive properties.

You understand and acknowledge that there are inherent risks involved in sending/ receiving the
instructions/communications/documents to/ from you via electronic means (E-mail, Messages,
Fax etc ) and you hereby agree and confirm that all such risks shall be fully borne by you.

You specifically agree that the Company shall not be responsible for unauthorised access to or
alteration of your transmissions or data, any material or data sent or received or not sent or
received, or any transactions entered into using/ through this Platform.

The Platform makes information of third parties available. User acknowledges and agrees that
the owner of this Platform does not create or endorse or guarantee or control Third Party Content.
Use of any information/product/ Services is at user's sole risk.

Any transaction in financial products shall be subject to fluctuations and risks including market
risks not within our control. We shall not be responsible for any losses incurred by you
attributable directly or indirectly to such market risks. The Platform does not guarantee any return
on investment in the financial securities and the past performance / past track records of any
financial instruments offered on the Platform does not guarantee future results or returns to You.

You agree and acknowledge that if you invest in financial instruments offered by third party
service providers, the Platform merely plays a role of a referral agent connecting you with the
third-party service providers offering financial instruments on the Platform and may perform
ancillary services to the referral activities. The Platform does not in any manner guarantee the
performance of the financial instruments including the payment of principal or coupon rates on
the subscribed financial instruments.

The rating of any financial instruments may change prior to or subsequent to your investment
and the Company is not responsible for any losses arising to you out of such change in rating.
You agree that any investment undertaken by you on the Platform has been undertaken after
exercising due care, caution and diligence and after understanding the nature and the underlying
risk attached to such security by reading the relevant documents in relation to the investment in
the financial instruments.

The information does not constitute investment or financial advice or advice to buy or sell, or to
endorse or solicit to buy or sell any securities or other financial instrument for any reason
whatsoever. Nothing on the Platform or information is intended to constitute legal, tax or

http://www.oxyzenbuddy.com


investment advice, or an opinion regarding the appropriateness of any investment or a
solicitation of any type.

Investment in the securities market and any financial instruments are inherently risky and you
shall always assume complete and full responsibility for the outcomes of all the financial or
investment decisions that you make, including but not limited to loss of capital. You are therefore
advised to obtain independent applicable legal, accounting, tax or other professional advice or
facilities before taking or considering an investment or financial decision.

In no event, we shall be liable for any direct, indirect, punitive, incidental, special, consequential
damages or any damages whatsoever including, without limitation, damages for loss of use, data
or profits, arising out of or in any way connected with the use or performance of this
Platform/Services, with the delay or inability to use this Platform/services or related services, the
provision of or failure to provide services, or for any information, products, services and material
obtained through this Platform, or otherwise arising out of the use of this Platform/services,
whether based on contract, tort, negligence, strict liability or otherwise.

It shall be responsibility of the User to understand the risk and limitations involved while dealing
in Capital/ Securities Market, financial market and under no circumstance or in no form or
manner, we assume any liability for any transaction entered into/ Services availed through this
Platform.

We do not give any guarantee:

1. that information displayed about financial product(s)/ instruments, its rates, yield or other
details provided on this Platform, are actually the terms that may be offered to you in
case you pursue the offer,

2. that they are the best terms or lowest rates available in the market.

You also agree and understand that data feeds, prices, rates and other similar market value
information about any product or securities could be based on delayed feeds and these data or
information may not reflect the real time values/actual rates. Certain sections or pages on this
Platform may contain separate disclaimer and/or terms and conditions, which are in addition to
these disclaimer or terms and conditions. In the event of any conflict between the two, the
additional disclaimer or terms and conditions will govern those sections or pages.
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